
Real Time Inventory Management — 
A Custom Fit Solution
Clinics and practices often struggle to balance the challenges of inventory availability and high order fill rates.  At DJO 
Healthcare Services, we transform the struggle into success with Orthotrack, a “Best –in-class”, web based inventory 
management system that was designed exclusively for the orthopedic practices. By automating a significant portion  
of your procurement process and providing a complete array of quality medical products, we can ensure streamlined, 
on-demand inventory management, single-source purchasing and expert support. The level of efficiency, cost control 
and insight that you’ll attain will be liberating.

OrthOtrak: real-time inventOry management yOur real Practice advantages

100% Web based No software installs or maintenance, automatic upgrades and no 
annual fees 

Non-proprietary , customer-owned data You own and maintain control of your data and its easily portable 
to future systems

Unlimited products and vendors It’s a “One-stop-shop” for all your vendors, you designate which 
vendors and products you want to include

Extensive customization capabilities – Inventory master, 
pricing, purchase & issue units of measure, L-codes, PAR levels, 
recorder levels, etc.

At installation, we will perform a custom pre-load, tailoring all 
aspects of your Orthotrack system  to your practice

Intuitive system with easy setup, onsite training, web training, 
Help Menu and ongoing support

Count on a fast start-up, accelerated learning curve and 
exceptional, ongoing support and service

Robust, custom reporting

Knowledge is power. Mine your data for critical insights:
•	 Track product usage by physician and /or patient
•	 Track inventory transfers to another to another facility or products 

returned to vendor for credit
•	 Track lot number, serial number and expiration date
•	 Create customized reports
•	 Use your pocket PC handheld device to stay in-the know on-the-go

Handheld Barcodes Scanners + Non-Proprietary Barcodes Easily conduct inventory counts, with product ordering, usage 
tracking, and inventory reconciliation

Supports EDI Connectivity Easily interfaces with other suppliers practice, billing system, 
financial system, etc.

Auto-replenish Create, view and approve supply orders based on PAR levels and 
usages 

Electronic purchase orders and confirmations Generate electronic POs and  keep a record of confirmations

Multi-facility support, user defined security levels Easily scalable to grow as you do and protect your data as you 
define

AdvaMed compliant, ACHC accredited.  
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let us help you optimize your procurement and  
inventory management processes.  

We invite you to join our roster of satisfied clients. 
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